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Short Takes
As I write this , Old Man 1994 is just about to hang up
his scythe. You will read it as Baby New Year is
entering his (hopefully) energetic adolescence. This
editorial will consist of short tidbits, some of which
will probably be out of date by the time you read
them. So be it.
One item I can write with confidence is that SID
'95 will be in full swing during the week of May 21.
The technical program will be large and of high quality, the seminars will be
excellent, the short courses will be useful, the networking will be intense, your
colleagues will be ... well ... collegial, and the exhibits will be the largest, most
lavish, and most varied ever. The location is extraordinary. SID '95 wi ll be
held entirely within the lavish Walt Disney World Dolphin just outside Orlando,
Florida. For more details, see the SID '95 preview article in this issue.
Is the famine over? Top-of-the-line notebook PCs have been in short supply
because of a scarcity of color active-matrix liquid-crystal displays (AMLCDs).
In November, IBM and Compaq were reporting sharply increased suppl ies.
IBM reported that some dealers were actually able to have color ThinkPads in
stock.
What happens now? Depending on who you listen to, either we are headed
for a glut of AMLCDs, or the production of laptops will explode and absorb the
increased supply. Meanwhile, the prices of color and monochrome notebook
PCs are dropping sharply.
There have been reports from different manufacturers of work on recordable
CD-ROM (CD-R) drives that will sell for $1000 or less. In the December 1994
issue of CD-ROM Today, Tom Halfhill reported on the widespread rumors that
Sony will introduce a CD-R drive in the first half of 1995 at a street price of less
than $600. Halfhill says the technology is there, but that Sony has no reason to
establish an aggressively low price. A CD-R at that price, says Halfhill, could
threaten the market for other mass-storage devices, including Sony's own MDDATA device, and would allow inexpensive copying of conventional CD-Rs.
The device could also copy audio CDs, but with blank CD-R disks costing $20,
that is not an immediate threat. However, Sony, which owns CBS records,
could be worried if it thinks that the blanks could get much less expensive. Of
course, NEC and Matsushita may not have the same qualms.
CD-Rs are becoming an al l-but-essential peripheral , at least in PCs purchased
for the home. Richard Wallace, EE Times Editor-in-Chief, reports that at
Comdex some people were projecting that more than 90% of all PCs shipped to
the home would contain CD-R drives. And that's significant since 1994 was the
first year in which home PC sales were projected to exceed sales to conventional
businesses. Writing in Information Week, consultant Cheryl Currid commented
that people who work on their own sophisticated PCs at home will not remain
contented with dull, laggardly boxes at work. She predicts another round of corporate upgrading as a result. That includes monitors, of course.
The idea of a display that uses a low-power laser to write directly on the retina
has been around for a couple of decades, but was most often discussed, at least
in my experience, after a couple of beers too many. Now, the concept is being
put forth by a more sober source, Thomas Furness of the Human Interface
continued on page 29
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the display continuum
A Parking Meter in Dijon, France ...

Directors

by Aris Silzars

The crisp coolness of the late-fall evening would
have been far more noticeable had it not been for the
several glasses of Beaujolais Nouveau we had sampled along with our superbly prepared and very
ample dinners. The 10-minute walk back to our hotel
took us through the center of Dijon past the historic
town cathedral, seemingly trapped in a cage of scaffolding erected for its welldeserved restoration and cleaning, and through the central arch, smaller but
every bit as impressive as the Arc de Triomphe in Paris. Late fall notwithstanding, yellow and red flowers were still in bloom, adding splashes of color beneath
each street light surrounding the main traffic circle.
John van Raalte- former SID President (1986-87) and current Director of the
Electron Optics Laboratory at Thomson Tubes and Displays in Genlis, Franceand his wife, Andree, had been our gracious dinner hosts and were now providing us with this late-evening tour. Since re-locating from their former residences in Princeton, New Jersey, and Lancaster, Pennsylvania, John and Andree
had apparently found life in France quite to their liking. Our dinner conversation had thus quite naturally turned to a comparison of the differences in
lifestyles between the USA and France.
As we now walked and talked, we happened to pass a metal box sitting rather
serenely on top of a metal post. Pointing in the direction of this object, John
asked, "For example, do you know what thi s is?" Well, I sort of knew. It was
some kind of a box, maybe a mailbox. "This is a parking meter! " explained
John in an increasingly emphatic tone. I had to admit that hadn't been one of my
choices. "Not only does this meter serve more than one parking spot, it's a smart
meter. When you put your money in, it calculates the time when your parking
permit will expire. It knows when evening parking is free and that no respectable Frenchman would pay to park during the mid-day lunch break. Not only
that, once you have bought your parking permit, you can use it to park anywhere
in town as long as there is time left on it. This one meter serves the whole
block. Doesn't that make more sense than the single-meter-per-parking-space
system in the USA?" asked John, with a finality that already anticipated what
my answer had to be.
Clearly, such a thought-provoking conclusion required further study. I arose
early the next morning to find that the coolness of the previous evening had now
been enhanced by a uniformly gray sky which was producing a steady drizzle.
Undaunted, I set out on my research project. Fortunately, the object of my
search was not too far down the tree-lined street. I wanted to see for myself just
how this magic box operated and to capture its wisdom for further study back
home. The local passersby, I am sure, wondered and puzzled over what this outof-towner was doing photographing a parking meter.
On completing my analysis, I have to conclude that the fundamentals between
this smart parking meter and the dumb ones in the USA are not much different.
Both types of meter have a money slot, a simple numerical LCD, and easy-toread instructions. But the folks in Dijon- and in Paris and in many other places
in Europe- have apparently given careful thought to making the process of paying for a parking space less equipment-intensive, more versatile, and more concontinued on page 26
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Field-Sequential Color Takes :·Another Step
If CRT-based field-sequential color is the solution to a
serious problem, why are so few systems in production?

by Christopher Sherman

LE

DISPLAY INDUSTRY is facing yet
another new challenge: providing high-resolution full-color displays that are very small less than 2 in. on the diagonal. Such displays
are required by a broad assortment of applications, including military simulation, flight
simulation, industrial vision, virtual medicine,
virtual reality, telepresence, and entertainment.
The one thing all these applications have in
common is their need for a small high-resolution color display- a display that, until now,
could not be manufactured. Color CRTs are
limited to medium-size diagonals and larger.
High-resolution shadow masks cannot be
made in very small sizes. And the packaging
of three electron guns and the convergence of
three electron beams simply can't be done
effectively in a CRT having a diagonal much
less than 5 or 6 in.
Liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) can be
made small but are low in resolution. The
design rules for photolithographic processes
are the primary limitation. As mirumum feature sizes decrease, the achievable resolution
of LCDs will improve. But LCD technology
is a long way from delivering miniature
SVGA displays.

Christopher Sherman was, until recently,
Senior Product Engineer and Director of
Sales for Displaytech, Inc., Boulder, Colorado. He is currently employed by DCS
Corp., Army Night Vision Electronics Sensors
Division, 1330 Braddock Place, Alexandria,
VA 22314; telephone 7031683-8430 or
703!704-1107,fax 7031704-3134.
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The only commercial technology capable of
producing a very small high-resolution highperformance display right now is the venerable monochrome CRT. Today's miniature
monochrome CRTs are capable of 500-1000
lines per inch (lpi), with screen diagonals as
tiny as 0.5 in. These devices can support
extended VGA resolution and beyond- but
without color.

Field-Sequential Color
Field-sequential-color (FSC) technology provides the bridge between the capabilities of
miniature monochrome CRTs and the need for
color. Nearly all of today 's displays create
color images spatially. Each color element, or
pixel, is actually a triad of three subpixelsred, green, and blue (RGB). The subpixels
are spaced so closely that the eye cannot
resolve the three individual elements, so the
eye sees the spatial triad as a single color.

Red

Blue

~lm

And it can be any of a great many colors,
depending on the relative intensities of the
individual subpixels. FSC displays create
color images temporally. Each color image is
decomposed into red, green, and blue color
fields of varying intensity, and these fields are
displayed in sequence over time. If the fie lds
are displayed rapidly enough, the human
visual system fuses the indi vidual color fields
into a full-color image. Using the visual system 's abiUty to perform temporal blending of
individual elements is nothing new: it is the
mechanism by which we perceive motion
from a rapid sequence of still images when
watching a movie.
Practical FSC is implemented with a
monochrome CRT having a white phosphor
that emits light over a broad range of visible
wavelengths when it is excited by the scanning of the CRT's single electron gun. The
electronic information for a single color image

Red

Green

Blue ...

H

[ Field

Vertical Retrace
Interval
One Frame

Fig. 1: In afield-sequential color system, the three primwy-color fields are displayed quickly
-in the time it takes to display one frame in a conventional system.

or frame is decompo ed into its primary-color
components- red. green. and blue. The red
field of the image is then di played on the
CRT. Simultaneously. a red filter is placed in
front of the CRT so the viewer ees only the
red portion of the CRT's light. As soon a the
scanning of the red field is completed. the
information for the green fie ld is displayed by
the CRT. Simultaneously. a green filter is
placed in front of the CRT. Thi time. the
viewer sees only the green portion of the
image. Finally. the blue portion of the image
is presented to the viewer u ing the blue filter.
The three primary-color field are displayed
quickly- in the time it takes to display one
normal patial-color frame (Fig. I). Today's
refresh rate -greater than 60Hz for a fullcolor frame- are o fast that the color artifac ts visible in the past are no longer a problem. The viewer sees a continuous blend of
color and full-motion video. So an FSC
design can supply a solution to the di play
industry's challenge. Small high-resolution
monochrome CRTs satisfy the display
requirements and FSC systems provide the
color. But if the e ystems fill application
needs so admirab ly, why aren't they already
in large- cale production?

Displaytech, Inc.

Fig. 2: A s11·itchable colorjilter based 011 FLC tec!molog_,· is placed so that it c01•ers only the
left half of a 1.5-in. monochrome CRT sh01ring a VGA image (unaltered ExtachromeTM transparency).

A Brief History of FSC
The concept of field -sequential color i not
new. lt root date back to the earlie t de igns
for color television in the late 1940s. The e
designs implemented FSC with a mechanical
color-filter wheel that rotated in front of the
monitor. Each of the three filters on the wheel
had to be as large as the tele ision screen . so
early FSC systems were too bulky and awkward for volume commercial implementation.
Still. in special applications, FSC found an
occa ional niche. The Apollo pace program
used an FSC sy tem to provide the first color
pictures from the moon . and the Space Shuttl e's television ystem is an FSC design.
FSC system designers must confront an
essential que tion: how can one rapidly position color filters in front of a CRT to create
the three color fields? The pinning color
wheel faced its first challenger in 1950 when
Edmund Land patented an entirely different
method ( .S. Patent 2.493,200) . Land used a
seri es of dichroic color polarizers - tretched
polymer films with absorptive dye- and an
electro-optic device called a Kerr cell a a
switc hab le polarization retarder (or wave

Displaytech, Inc.

Fig. 3: When the filter completely col'ers the face of the CRT, the entire image is seen in color
(unaltered Exrachromen 1 transparencv).
Information Display 3/95
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color shutters

filters are a good and re liable component for
larger FSC di plays, we do not believe they
are the best choice for miniature y tern in
whi ch weight, power, and simplicity are precious commoditi es.

Filters Get Faster

Displaytech, Inc.

Fig. 4: Another image shown on a Displaytech FASTfilter™ exhibits saturated colors (un altered ExtachromeTM transparency).
plate). This co mbination of elements formed
an electrically witchable filter that could
select all three colors without movi ng parts.
The concept was brilliant, but the elements
available to Land could not provide a practical
device for commercial production . The next
major step occurred in the 1970s with the
growing ophistication of liquid-crystal (LC)
technology. LCs can manipulate the polarizati on of light much as a Kerr cell can, and LC
wave plates can be substituted for the Kerr
cells in Land's original syste m de ign . LCs
offer many advantages, and their introducti on
has made FSC color system a reali ty in
today's marketplace.

The State of the Art
Today, there are several ways of implementing an FSC de ign in a di play ystem. The
color wheel is available in a small- creen sy tern from Myota in Japan. Although the
Myota device is an impressive exercise in
mech anical mini aturization, in our opinion,
the three pinning filters till make it too large
for truly small display system , and there is
the inherent di adva ntage of movi ng pans.
However, thi s system is a viable option for
certain specialized applications.
14
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Tektroni x has developed an FSC display
ystem ba ed on pi -cell s- a pecialized version of a nem ati c-LC wave plate. Thi s sys tem
has been used for a series of displays developed by Tektronix for its tes t eq uipment and
for aerospace di pl ays. Thi business was
recently sold by Tektronix to Pl anar.
ematic-LC-based FSC de igns are a significant improvement over the color wheel.
but there are till problems. ematic LCs
switch relatively slowly. The fas test LC filters take several milliseconds to change from
one color to another, and this cau es difficulties. Ideall y, a filter shou ld wi tch state during the ve1tical retrace period- the time it
takes the CRT's electron gun to reset to the
top of the screen for the next field' scan,
which is only several hundred micro econd .
To circum vent this problem. a nemati c fi lter
must be broken down into many individual
and independently controllable filter segments. This requires additional timin g and
dri ving ci rcuitry. and the fi lter's segments
must be properly aligned wi th the CRT.
ematic pi cells also require high-voltage
(I 5-30 V) driving schemes. which add additi onal circuitry and increase power consumpti on. As are ·ult, although nematic-LC color

The latest development in FSC occurred in
1994 wi th the appl ication of ferroe lectric liquid-crystal (FLC) wave plate to color filters
in the RGB FASTfilterTM introd uced by Di splaytech. The FASTfilterTM i an e lectricall y
sw itchable RGB color filter that uses FLC
wave plate in place of Land's Kerr cell s.
These wave plates have a number of intrinsic
advantages, especiall y for miniature display .
FLCs are a distinct class of LC materi als
that are ba ed on long molecules hav ing a
spontaneous polarization arranged in an organi zed layered structure whic h is called a
smecti c C* structure. Compared to nemati cLC . FLCs have hi gher birefringence, de vo ltage control, and fa t switching- FLCs are
over I 00 time fas ter. These characteri tics
have important consequence for FSC
designs .
Since the wave plate's birefringence is high,
the fi lter's LC layer ca n be made very thin.
Thi increases color uniformity and minimizes
undesirable optical distortion . Fabricated
from thin di pl ay glass, the device is light in
weight - a l-in. FASTfilterTM we ighs just I 0 g
-a critical factor for head-mounted systems.
FLCs are fast. The wave plates used in the
FASTfilterTMcan make the transition from
one color to another in just I 00 J.l S. This
makes filter seg mentation unn ecessary
because the entire clear aperture of the filter
ca n change color during the vertical retrace
period. Dri ving the FASTfiltern' is si mple:
the FLC wave plates are controlled by two
±5-Vdc signal . Thi s further sim pli fies the
con trol electroni cs, wh ich reduces weight and
power consumption.
FLCs can be fabricated to have ex tremel y
uni form opti cal performance. A typical
nematic wave plate wi ll provide les than
I 00: I broadband contrast ratio when placed
between crossed polarizers. The increased
uniformity of FLC wave pl ate makes possible broadband contrast ratios in excess of
I 000: I , and thi s provides significantly greater
transmission for each color. Peak tran mitranees range from 13 to 19% fo r eac h of the
three colors.

The ultimate test of any display technology
is how it looks when implemented. Figure 2
is an unaltered Ektachrome™ transparency of
an FLC FASTfilter™ in front of a 1.5-in.
monochrome CRT manufactured by Thomas
Electronics. This miniature CRT is connected
to a 386SX-based computer running Windows™ with standard VGA resolution (640 x
480). The JPEG image of the two parrots is
being displayed by a WindowsTM application.
The filter has been placed so that it covers
only the left half of the CRT screen, so the left
half of the image is in full color while the
right half is the black-and-white image displayed by the CRT. (The line of discoloration
down the center of the photograph is due to
the inability to manufacture an LC device that
is perfect out to the edge of the glass. A border region is required for filling and sealing
the cell.) When the filter completely covers
the CRT screen, both parrots are displayed in
their full glory (Fig. 3). And the device's
effectiveness is not limited to parrots (Fig. 4).
As the photographs illustrate, FSC provides a
display system capable of a full range of color
performance, from subtle shades and tinting to
intense, bright, and saturated colors.
FSC systems have matured and can now
provide high resolution in miniature displays
-a combination not yet achievable by any
other technology. •
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TEAM Systems PC-Based Programmable Video Generators,
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Blue Skies at SMAU '94
At a larger SMAU '94, the optimism among monitor people
was palpable - and this year it was based on reality.

by Bryan Norris

LE

31ST International Exhibition of
Information Systems, Telecommunications,
Office Machines and Equipment (SMAU) was
held in Milan, Italy, from October 13-18,
1994. The weather was beautiful, stories of
improving business abounded, and there was
an overall feeling that the recovery was really
on the way this year- all in marked contrast
to last year's show. The number of exhibitors,
direct and indirect, was up to nearly 2150,
compared to 1831 last year, and the exhibition
area increased from 141 ,365 to 148,802 m2 .
Thus, this year's SMAU theme, "revitalization," was appropriate, and signs were present
that things were improving in the IT sector
and maybe in the Italian economy in general.

New Monitor Vendors
There were a number of new-to-SMAU monitor suppliers to be seen in the halls.
Nokia from Finland introduced its high-end
monitors to the Italian marketplace. The current range of 14-21-in. models, priced from
Lire 880,000 (US$550) to Lire 5.7 million
(US$3475), includes 17- and 15-in. models
using Sony Trinitron® ape1ture-grille CRTs.
Personnel from Nokia's German office were
actively pursuing a distributor for their monitors in Italy.

Bryan Norris is Monitor Program Manager
at BIS Strategic Decisions, Ltd., 40-44 Rothesay Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, LUI JQZ UK;
telephone 44-582-405-678, fax 44-582-405828. He is a contributing editor to Information Display.
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Facit, the Swedish company known for calculators and printers, is new to monitors . It
showed a range of six 14-20-in. monitors, all
boasting power management. Two of the
three 14-in. models had MPR-11. Additionally, the si ngle 15- and 20-in. models, and the
promised 17-in. model, are microprocessorcontrolled. This suggests that the Milanese
show was just being used as a launching pad,
and that Facit intends to sell monitors
throughout Europe alongside its printers.
Formenti updated its PC-monitor range
launched at last year's SMAU, and provided
preliminary information for a 20-in. model.
ln addition, the better-known YO range of
open-frame 5-, 7-, and 9-in. monochrome
monitors and 10-, 14- and 15-in. color monitors were on display, together with some
examples of the YF range of broadcast monitors, which come in many screen sizes from
14 to 34 in.
MAG monitors, seen last year at the Great
Tek stand, were promoted heavily this year by
bustling distributor Computer House Store.
The modern Elite MX Series of 15-21-in.
monitors all have microprocessors, extra controls, and EPA* power-save, and they use
both FS and Trinitron® tubes. A low-cost
[Lire 600,000 ($US375)] 14-in. Trinitron®tubed SVGA-at-72-Hz model (the Dx1450S 1) was also offered.
Bridge used one of the mini-booths in the
Taiwanese complex in Hall 17 to promote its
14-20-in. range of monitors.
ViewSonic, on distributor MCA's stand,
showed off its range of 14-21-in. monitors.
Interestingly, ViewSonic was showing both
the relativel y new fu ll-featured 30-64-kHz

17G model for Lire 1.73 million (US$1080)
and the rather old 6E (48-kHz, 14-in.) monitor, albeit still with MPR-ll and capable of
running SVGA at 72 Hz for Lire 550,000
($US340).
Actebis - the $!-billion-turnover German
distributor claiming the Number 2 distributor
position in Europe and Number 5 in the world
-announced the setting up of a 13-person Italian office in Milan. Thus, the company now
has offices outside Germany in Austria,
Switzerland, France, The Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, and Italy, with a UK office
opening in November.

Traditional SMAU Monitor Suppliers
CA&G had its usual extensive range of monitors on display. However, this year its OEM
(high-end) models, most with microprocessor,
full screen, and power-saving, no longer come
from IDEK (liyama). (Judging by the similarities of specification and appearance, some of
these hi gh-end monitors now come from
Samtron.) Nevertheless, CA&G is ramping up
production of its own models at Comedo (Fig.
1). CA&G still makes the low-end monitors
for Epson (the Italian distributor for Eizo
monitors); produces for a number of local Italian PC houses; has a range of open-chassis
units, including some video-game models; and
projected a production output of well over
200,000 monitors in 1994.
Cornerstone monitors were again displayed
on the stand of the major vendor of document
management systems in Italy, nica sistemi.
This year's line-up of four document-imagesystem displays included the Dual Page 150i,
a new 20-in. monochrome model with an

ImageAccel® controller giving 2048 x 1536pixel ( 150-dpi ) capability for an inclu ive
retail price of Lire 6 150 K (US 3820).
Ei~o (Na nao). on di stributor Epson' tand.
annou nced a new limmed-down range of four
··Professional"" monitor . The 17-in. T562 and
the 20-in. T662 both have Trinitron® tubes.
With a horizontal frequenc y range of 30-85
kHz, they will both run 1280 x 1024 at a 75Hz refresh rate. Retailing at Lire 31 OOK
(SUS 1925) and Lire 4650K (S S2890).
respectivel y. they are both fitted with a range
of features including power management,
Fui!Scan and ScreenManagerTM, and come
wi th TCO "92 a tandard. Furthermore. the
promotion leaflet touted the two models'
'·Ptug and Play'' capabilities! The two FST
model , retailing at Lire 2390K (SUS 1485)
and Lire 4390K (S US2730), re pectively. the
27-65-kHz 17-in. F552 and the 30-80-kHz
F760i .W have a imilarly ex tensive range of
feature , wi th MPR-II and an option for a
radiation-limit ex ten ion to TCO - for which
no price was quoted. Is that because thi
option is one that Italian purchasers are
unlikely to ask for?
Hitachi Sales showed its new .. Value·· version of it 17 -in. MVX series. Upgraded with
power- avi ng, the ··value .. model ha a
reduced horizontal scan-frequency range - to
64 kHz compared to the 82 kHz of the ·'Piu "
model - and therefore has a much more attracti ve price of Lire l764K ($US 1100).
Mitsubishi also ha a slimmed-down range
of computer/professional monitors from the
15- to the 21-in. Diamondtron® models.
However, at the how it was the large-screen
model that were being highlighted, both at
the Mit ubi hi booth and at di stributor Reis
Elettronica' stand. Getting special attention
was the new giant 42-in. EUM420 I A, which
has an impressive auto-scanni ng compatibility
of 15.7/20-64 kHz [at an RRP of Lire 26 million ($USI 6.150)].
NEC was at an in-betwee n stage at SMAU,
promoting the current 4E and 5E model . but
prevented at the last moment from announcing
the new XE/P range of with- DOC model
before Comdex '94. True. it has the new
MultiS ync 2V(alue) 14-in. monitor with
EPA*, capable of running a .. flicker-free' ·
I 024 x 768 at 70 Hz, but at a price of Lire
690K (SUS430), thi s is still a little expensive
for the Italian market and must rel y somewh at
on NEC's quality-brand image.

CA&G

Fig. 1: Italian brand names appear on many OEM monitors. bw there is also subsrantialloca/
production. CA&G's monitor production line in Comedo, for example, was expected to produce over 200.000 monitors in 1994.

Oce Graphics. 2 year from its Italian debut
in monitors. again showed its microprocessorupgraded stable of fo ur high-end monitors
(one 17-, two 20-. and one 21-in .. OEM from
Philips).
Philips had two of its top monitor , made
locally at Saronno. li ted in the Getronics
price catalogue. The 20-in. aperture-grilletubed C2082 for Lire 3294K (SUS2025 ) and
the 2 1-in. C2182 at Lire 5080K (SUS3155),
down Lire 500K ($US31 0) or nearl y 9% compared to the price at Ia t year' how. Other
Philips monitors were to be seen at the booth
of mall local niche-PC maker DMD. whose
catalogue listed all of Philips' current range.
Samsung monitors were promoted this year
by main di tributor Athena. another PC
maker. (One-time outlet MCA Elettronica
now sells Daewoo and ViewSonic monitors. as
reponed earlier.) The Sam ung monitors
offered in Italy were a curiou mixture of oldish and new model , with the older analogue
14-i n. model and the ''CSG951 l'' 20-in.
model sharing the stand and product lists with
the modern GL Series. All. however, boasted
EPA* power-saving.

Samtron monitor were aga in show n by di stributor Datamaric. which has now stopped
suppl yi ng all other brands. including Acer.
Samtron ha wi th-or-without MPR-II models
in 14-. 15-. and 17-in. screen sizes and a pricing tructure ideally suited to the Italian market- hence. it rapidly increasing sale there.
Sony now has a range of aggressi ely
priced. well -specified 15-. 17-, and 20-in .
models- Trinitron®- tubed. naturally. Helped
by a high regard in Italy for Sony's CTVs.
where it is normal to expect and pay more fo r
the Sony brand. the demand for the new
15SF I monitor has already far exceeded
suppl y.
Tatung' 14-in. monitors are reall y selling
we ll in Italy via exclusive distributor Executive who e literature boasts that the best- elling 4 -kHz 14-in. model (the TM440 1VP) i a
'·price leader'' at Lire 449K (SUS279). It is
certainly among the lowest-pri ced model for
its pecificati on. Another .. price leader" from
Executive i it entry-level Timeline ownbrand 14-in. model. the SCRI438. This 38kHz monitor has a 0.38-mm tube and retails
fo r Lire 359K ( US223)! Finally. Execwive
lnfonnarion Display 3195
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is also the successful Sampo outlet in Italy and
from this range offers as its "price leader" the
60-kHz 20-in . KDM2055L for Lire 1750K
($US1090).
Wyse's new range of monitors could be seen
on the Ready Informatica stand again, and
now consists of four high-end models in 14-,
15-, and 17-in. sizes at prices ranging from
Lire 521K ($US325) for the bottom (1024 x
768 ni) 14-in. model to Lire 1644K
($US 1020) for the 17-in. model, capable of
running at 1600 x 1280. Ready Informatica
also offered two Dielle Computers badged
monitors, a 14-in. monochrome at Lire 227K
($US140) and a 1024 x 768 ni 17-in. model at
Lire 1533K ($US950).
Zenith Data Systems' (ZDS) energy-saving
15-in. monitor announced at last year's show
was joined this year by a 17 -in. Trinitron®tubed model also made in Finland (by Nokia/
Salcomp). Of course this monitor has EPA*
power-saving, meets MPR-II low radiation
levels, and, with a scanning-frequency range
of 31-82 kHz, runs 1280 x 1024 at a "userfriendly" 75-Hz flicker-free rate. This monitor costs Lire 2000K ($US 1250).

PCs Made in Italy
Olivetti again had an enormous stand in Hall
16, taking its place alongside other international PC houses such as Compaq, Digital,
and ICL. The stand was worthy of Olivetti's
status as still the largest European-owned PC
manufacturer in Europe. Its monitor range is
still dominated by 14-in. models, but Olivetti
now offers two high-end 30-82-kHz monitors,
both with Trinitron® tubes and DPMs. These
are 17- and 20-in. models for Lire 2340K
($US 1350) and Lire 4400K ($US2730),
respectively.
Contrary to 1993, other Italian PC makers
seemed to be prospering in 1994, with their
demand for monitors thus increasing.
Olidata now has its Italian PC plant and
assembles over 60,000 of its own desktop PCs
a year. It is also an important distributor of
Toshiba portables.
Computer Discount (CDC) had a very razzmatazz stand from which mountain bikes and
other items were regularly given away. CDC
is doing well, and half of the 50,000 PCs it
expects to sell will be assembled in-house.
Other local PC makers seen at SMAU
included Athena, DMD, Intercomp, Lemon
Computers, OTC, Staver, and Unibit.
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Excellent Overview from SMA U '94
Examination of the monitors on display at this
prestigious Milan show gives an excellent
comprehensive guide to what the Italian market demands, and to the distribution outlets,
pricing structures, and monitor needs of the
local PC houses. Furthermore, because it is a
forum for international monitor and PC suppliers to exhibit their wares, SMAU gives the
opportunity to judge which existing and new
features are considered necessary by monitor
and PC suppliers to sell their products
throughout Europe.
In Italy, the market is still dominated by
sales of 14-in. models!- 84% of the monitor
market there was taken by 14-in. models in
the first half of 1994, compared to 68% for the
total Western European market. And Italian
users are still purchasing "economy" models
fitted with 0.39-mm dot-pitch COTs .
VGNXGAl monitors using 14-in. 0.39-mm
tubes were offered by Andromeda, CA&G,
Enoch, newcomer Facit, Formenti, Olivetti,
Timeline (Executive), and Trust (Aashima) at
retail prices as low as Lire 359K ($US223)!
In the first half of 1994, less than 6% of the
monitor market in Italy was taken by 15-in.
model s, compared with 14% for the total
Western European market. Nevertheless,
Sony's remarkable sales of its 15-in. monitor
could well turn the tide and herald the beginning of appreciable 15-in.-monitor demand in
Italy. Can Italians at last forego their preference for cheaper 14-in. models?
An interesting new product seen on the
Siemens/SNI stand is produced for SNI by
Capetronic, a Taiwanese manufacturer always
at the forefront of "practical" new technologies. The entry-level 14-in. "Ergo"
MCM1404 has most of the new " important"
features, including EPA* power-saving and
MPR-II, but only two scan frequencies , 3 1.5
and 37.8 Hz. However, thi s enables the monitor to operate both at VGA 640 x 480 at the
old 60 Hz, and also at 72 Hz, which surely is
perfectly adequate for most day-to-day applications on a 14-in. screen. This could well be
the start of a trend for "bas ic but practical"
monitors from PC houses, whkh could extend
the life of "VGA-on ly" 14-in. screens.
A number of monitor suppliers also demonstrated that they understood the reluctance of
many Italian purchasers to pay more for extras
considered "unnecessary," even features such
as MPR-II- Samtron being a notable exam-

pie. Thus the likel ihood of the average Italian
pay ing an extra 4-6% for the more stri ngent
TCO low-radiation recommendations is small.
However, MPR-II, at least, is destined to be
accepted by the European - and maybe
international -monitor market, and surely it
will become uneconomical to have additional
production lines for monitors without it.
Finally, an interestin g and not unimportant
fact is obtained by comparing the average Italian distributors' published (but difficult-toobtain) price lists. It seems that the public is
still being asked to pay a one-third mark-up
over the dealer price for monitors -but somewhat less if payment is cash-on-deli very
instead of the normal Italian withi n 180 days
or more! •
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SID '95 Comes to Orlando
The fantasy of the WALT DISNEY WORLD® Resort is unlikely to dim
SID '95's real-world dazzle of new display and manufacturing technology.

by Ken Werner

IE

Society for Information Display's
annual International Symposium, Seminar,
and Exhibition (SID '95), to be held May
21-26, is rarely presented at a hotel becau e
few have adequate meeting pace to accommodate SID's extensive technical program and
ever-expanding exhibition. The Walt Disney
World Dolphin just out ide Orlando. Florida,
is an exception (Fig. I). The hotel's fanciful
decor and luxuri ous facilities wi ll provide a
convenient, entertaining. and self-contained
home for the 26th edition of orth America's
onl y professional conference and trade how
devoted exclu ively to display technology,
components. products. system , and manufacturing (Fig. 2). We can look fo rward to conserving orne shoe leather while pursuing all
that need to be covered. and the hotel's white
sand beach and "swimming grotto" can provide a quick boost when needed.
During the week of May 21, the Walt Disney World Dolphin will play host to two
keynote addresses, four Sunday short cour es.
16 technical seminar , ix applications semi nars. 45 technical ses ions. a poster ses ion.
three author-interview sessions. an exhibition
comprised of 225 exhibit booths, two receptions, a luncheon. three evening panel discu sions, and an evening special event.
The first keynote speaker, Lance Glas er of
ARPA, will describe the current status of
ARPA' display initiati ve. He wi ll be followed by a peaker from Motorola, who will
outline the display requirements for mobile
communication device .

Ken Wern er is editor of Information Display.
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Sunday Short Courses
Hugo Steemer (Xerox PARC) will update
The Fundamemals of LCDs, the extreme ly
succe sfu l and well-regarded cour e he gave
at last year's sympos ium. Brian Wande ll
(Stanford University) will a! o be presenting
the econd edition of hi well-reviewed
cour e, Fundamemals of Vision Science.
Majid Rabbani (Eastman Kodak) will be
expanding hi s 1994 course, Fundamenrals of
Digital /mage Processing. And the extremely

knowledgeable Chri Curtin (Silicon Video
Corp.) and Peter Seats (Consultant) will provide a eros -technology urvey of FED .
CRT , EL. and POPs in Fundamemals of
Emissive Displays.

Seminars
If you feel that the 4 hours for a short course
is too much time out of the Florida sun shine,
the 90-minute errunars might be more to your
liking. (Actually, many people go to both the

Walt 0 1sney Wortd Dolphin

Fig. 1: Th e Walt Disney World Dolphin will provide a fancifully decorared and emerraining
home for the 26th edition of the Socieryforlnformation Displar's annual International Symposium, Seminar, and Exhibition (SID '95), to be held May 21-26.

short courses and eminars .) This year. 16
seminar are scheduled to be held on Monday
and Friday: Display Ergonomic Standards
and Requiremenrs (John Cone. Con ultant).
Field-Emission Displays (Bruce Gnade. Texas
Instruments). Active-Matrix Liquid-Crysral
Displays (Webster Howard, AT&T Bell Laboratories), CRT Display Measurem ent and
Quality (Carlo Infante. CBI Technology Consultants). Digiral/mage Compression (Paul
Jones. Eastman Kodak) , Projection Displays
(Fred Kahn . Kahn International Con ulting),
Disp/av Sysrem Design (Shaun Kerigan, IBM
UK), High -Definition Te/e1•ision (Bernard
Lechner. Consultant). Elecrroluminescent Displays (Gerd Mueller, Hewlett-Packard Laboratories), Digital Halftoning (Paul Roetling.
Xerox ). Supert\\'isted-Nematic LCDs (Terry
Scheffer. Motif), Color in CRT and LC Displays (Louis Silverstein, VCD Sciences).
Overview of Elecrronic Infomzarion Displays
(Lawrence E. Tanna , Tann as Electronics).
Color Filrers for F/ar-Panel Displays
(Mizuhiro Tani. Toppan Printing), Phosphors
for Color Emi sive Displavs (Aron Vecht,
University of Greenwich, UK). and Plasma
Displays (Larry Weber, Plasmaco).
Since 1993, early-morning applications
eminars have been a very popular feature at
SID. They are often over-subscribed despite
being scheduled two-by-two at 7:30am on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. This
year's applications seminars are LCD Modeling (Jack Kelley, Liquid Crystal In titute).
LCD Addressing (Arl ie Conner, Consulting
Services), Assessmenr of Display Technology
and Markers (Walt Goede. orthrop Corp.).
LCD Oprica/ Measurements (Michael Becker,
au tronic GmbH , Germany), F/ar-Panel Module Elecrronics (Alex Erhart. Vivid Semiconductor), and How ro Evaluate Display Image
Quality (Peter Barten . Barten Consultancy,
The Netherland ).

The Technical Sessions
The 45 technical sessions and half-day poster
se sion represent an abundance of riches certainly too abundant to li t all of them here.
With inspiration from Internet and Mosaic,
we'll just do some ·'surfing" of selected ession titles and invited paper .
Among the sessions are '·New AMLCD
Technologies ... "Automotive Displays:· ·'Perception of Size, Depth. and Distance in Syntheti c Di splay ," "Di splay for Entertainment:

Walt Disney World Dolphin

Fig. 2: The Walr Disney World Dolphin 's luxurious fa cilities are large enough ro house SID
'95's parallel sessions and extensive trade show entirely within the hotel.
Visual Requirement and Performance," " Virtual-Environment Interface ,'' '·Flat CRT ,"
"Economic of Manufacturing FPDs,.. "CRT
Monitor De ign:· "Back lightin g Systems ,''
"HMDs in Medical App lications," "Fie ldEmitter Display :· "Color Pl asma Di splay : ·
"Color Fac imile, .. '·Electronic Photography."
"LCD Projecti on Display Systems,'' ·'ActiveAddre sing Scheme : · and "Emerging Display Technologies.''
There i also a wide range of invited papers,
literally from around the world. These papers,
whi ch wi ll be included in their appropriate technical ses ions, include some unusually exciting
talks. We'll mention a few of them here.
In Micro Filrer Color CRTs, Takeo Itou and
hi colleagues from Toshiba' CRT Di vi ion
wi ll describe a new CRT design in which
RGB filter dot are interposed between the
pho phor dots and the tube' faceplate. When
combined with adjustment in glass transmittance. pho phor design, and outer-coating
design, thi innovation produces striking
improvements in contrast and color fidelity.
and a luminance increase of 40%! The tube
have been manufactured on a modified ma sproduction line.
The world of light-emitting diode (LEDs)
wa shaken last year when th e first high-effi-

ciency high-brightness blue LED was
announced. The announcement came not
from Hewlett-Packard or any of the other
indu try leaders but from Nichia Chemical
Industries, a company with extensive experience in pho phors but none in semiconductordevice fabrication. The deve lopment makes
high-brightnes full-color LED di plays possible for the ftrst time. ichia' Shuji akamura wi ll discuss the technology and application in High-Brightness Blue LEDs Using
Ill-V Nirrides and Their Applications.
FED Corporation' Lyuji Ozawa reports on
a 0.5-in. CRT capable of displaying SVGA
images. The display, described in HelmetMounr ed 0.5-in. CRT for SVGA Images. has a
high luminance of 2000 cdlm 1 , a high re ol ution of 70 lines/mm. and a power consumption
of only 4 W.
It is clear that aggre sive ex pansion of the
market for AMLCDs requires improved productivity and performance. In Producrivity
lmprovemem Straregy for TFT-LCD Manufacwring, Zenzo Tajima describes Hitachi's strategy for implementing productivity improvements. which includes a simple TFT-array
process, higher throughput equipment, yield
improvement. FA and CIM. and reduced use
of power, chemicals, and water.
Info rmation Display 3195
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obuyuki Hashimoto and Shigeru
Morokawa of the Citizen Watch Company
will describe a real-time motion-picn11·e holographic display sys tem using liquid-cry tal
televi ion spatial light modulators (LCTVSLMs).
Among the ubjects covered in other
invited papers are a stereoscopic display system using backlight distribution (Terumo
Corp .. Medical Device Department).
prospects for large-area direct-view TFTLCDs (Sharp), and a full-color video-rate
antiferroelectric LCD ( ipponden o).

Special Events

it. or see it. the exhibition at SID ' 95 i the
place. In InformaTion Display' next issue the combined ApriVMay issue that will be
delivered about May I - we will provide a
detailed amp ling of SID ·95 exhibitors and
their offerings .
Past SID conferences have proven to be the
most cost- and time-effecti ve ways of keeping
in touch with di splay technology. people.
manufacturing systems. products, applications. and vendors. SID ·95 promi ses to be
the best yet- an exciting. highl y informative.
and entertaining event that will make its participants more knowledgeable. effective. and
productive. •

SID '95
Symposium, Seminar
and Exhibition
Walt Disney Worl d
Dolphin Hotel
Orlando, Florida
May 21-26, 1995

The Pre ident's Reception will kick off the
conference proper on Monday evening, May
22. Shortly after the start of the reception, the
limited-attend ance Awards Dinner will begin .
Tickets to the dinner are available only
through advance registration.
On Tuesday at 6:00pm, there will be an
Exhibitor Reception in the exhibit hall , where
registrants and exhibitors can mingle. eat. and
drink. Suitably refreshed, the as embly can
attend the Evening Panel Discussions at 8:00
pm. Attendees can choose from (or surf
among) ·'Economics of Display Technologies,'' "Multimedia or MultimediocrityT
'·Projection Display Technologies:· and ·'Virtual Rea lity: Virtual or Real?" Interaction is
encouraged.
The annual SID Luncheon, to be held on
Wedne day . will feature the Best Paper
Awards for SID '94 and an entertaining talk
by Bran Ferren (Senior Vice Pre ident. Creative Technology and Research and Development. Walt Di ney lmagineering) on the use
of advanced imaging in Di ney entertainment.
Wedne day night's Special Event will be a trip
to Sea World®. including dinner, a presentation about the technology of Sea World operations, and a Sea World how.

BEA ! VI EW!! Another of the dauling array of fast. accurate mea,urement capabi li ties of the SS200. This fully automatic test "q rip; awa) .. the shadow ma;k and allo" s
complete analysis of the beam in second s. Include convergence. MTF. jiner. luminance.
line width. contour maps. and an automatic te>l wile for ISO 92~ I qualification te ling.
See these and man y other te 1 functions perfo rmed at )OUr location . Contact 1icrovi;ion
to be included in our next demonstration tour in your area. Call 1-800-931-.11 8.

Exhibits

MICROVISION

SID '95 will contain the largest exhibition
ever mounted in orth America devoted
exclu ively to display technology. systems.
components, and manufacturing. From Tuesday through Thur day. approximately 170
exhibitors will fill the exhibit hall's 225
booth to capacity. Exhibits will range from
the elaborate to the austere. but the average
exhibitor's in vestment promise to be greater
than ever before. Clearly, if it has anything to
do with displays and you want to buy it. sell
22
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See Us at SID '95, Booth 202/204

180 Knowles Drive, Suite 100
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 374-3158 FAX (408) 374-9394

lnt'l Reps:
Japan , ARGO CORP., 06 339 3366
Taiwan , Superlink Tech., 02 705 709
Korea, B & P lnt'l. , 02 546 1457
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Please send nell' produ c1 releases or
news iTems To Joan Gorman , DeparTmenls EdiTor, InformaTion Display, c/o
Palisades In sTiTuTe for Research
Services, Inc., 201 Varick Sn·eeT, New
York, NY 10014.

Please send new co11Tribwions or noleworrhv news iT ems To Aris Sil :ars.
Co n1ribu1in g Edi10r. Informarion
DisplaY, c/o Palisades ln sTi iiiTe for
Resea rch Services, In c .. 201 Varick
Sn·eeT. Nell' York. NY IOOJ -1.

display continuum
continued from page 4
venient for the customer. The only drawback
that I could see was that one had to walk, perhaps up to I 00 ft., to buy the parking permit.
I could well imagine that in the USA some
would find that a real imposition. And then,
of course, there could also be the excuse that
because there was no meter at each spot, one
should not be expected to know that he should
pay.
Interesting. Two parts of the world looked
at the same problem, applied the same technology, and came up with two quite different
answers. I know which one I prefer - the one
that doesn't clutter up the street, saves costs
and the environment by using less materials
and less installation labor, and gives the user
the most choices. But, as we have said in this
column before, technology only facilitates.
The users (most likely city administrators
and/or politicians in this case) make the final
choice of how it is implemented.
Over the next several years, as some of the
newer display technologies are turned into
real products, there will be many choices for
implementing these technologies into final
product configurations. The companies that
succeed will be the ones that give careful
attention to customer preferences and the
user-friendliness of their technology - in other
words, to what we usually call human factors.
Sometimes, it's convenience of use. Sometimes, it's esthetics. Sometimes, it's cost or
perceived value. But, once everyone is able to
achieve nearly similar performance, which is
inevitable with popular technologies, it is
these subtle differences that separate the winners from the losers.
Consider the following as a recent and very
real-life example. The laptop computer on
which this column is being created was
selected because of a slightly better-looking
display, the nice "feel" of the keyboard, and
the pleasing color and design of its case.
Why? Because once I had decided on the
$2000 price range as my budget, that was all
that was significantly different among the
dozens of models available. All had the same
processor and memory, all had the same hard
drive, etc. The basics were all so nearly the
same that the human factors and esthetics
made this unit the winner for me. Sometimes
what has value is truly in the eye of the
beholder- or maybe in the eye of the skillful
promoter - and has nothing to do with technology or performance specs. For example,
during my stay in France, everywhere we
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went we were greeted with signs and posters
proclaiming, "Le Beaujolais Nouveau est
arrive." A new tradition, created over the last
20 years, is that on the third Thursday of

November all over the world, the new Beaujolais wine is released for consumption. We
happened to arrive in Dijon on just the right
day to greet this year's new wine. What once

Improve the cost /performance
ratio of your system to gain
the competitive edge
Whether you're designing a new system or trying to improve the performance
of an existing one, DISCOM can custom-tailor components to extract maximum
performance from your system design.

High-performance custom yokes at off-the-shelf prices
Using our extensive experience with deflection
yokes, DISCOM engineers can design and build a
prototype stator yoke that maximizes your system
design. Then, by combining our unique massproduction techniques with rigorous statistical
quality control, we can maintain custom specs
throughout production at a non-custom cost.

Thirty-two years of high-voltage power supply experience
For years, we've been building high-voltage power supplies for the leading
manufacturers in the industry. They know that
DISCOM power supplies provide superior
performance and reliability in a smaller size and
footprint. Our designs can be customized to
any system requirement for maximum
performance at a minimum cost.
DISCOM builds high-performance components for the world's most demanding
manufacturers- for avionics, radar, imaging, CAD, projection, medical and laser
applications. Call us at 508-692-6000. We'll help you increase the performance of
your system to give you the competitive edge.
See Us at SID '95, Booth 437/536
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DISCOM Incorporated, 334 Littleton Road
Westford MA 01886 FAX 508-692-8489
Asubsidiary of TDK U.S.A. Corporation
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would have been considered a wine too new
to drink has now become an item in great
demand. There was. for su re, no new technology that made that happen . It was mostly
great marketing.
In this month's industry- news egment, we
fe ature everal new companies that, over the
nex t few years. may have successe simil ar to
the Beauj olais Nouveau. They too may arrive
to take their place among the older companies
with more established tradition s. But by then,
who knows what the older ones will look like.
We technologists sure like to keep things
interesting!
A new flat-panel-display firm. Kent Display Systems, Kent, Ohio, has begun to market products that utili ze a new liquid-crystal
compou nd - PSCT (pol ymer stabilized
cholesteric texture )- deve loped by cientist
at Kent State University. The compound
enables the production of lower-cost di splays
for a range of uses from pagers and portab le
phones to multiple-pa nel billboard-sized di plays. The e new di splay do not req uire
polarizers or filters, and the image stays on
the screen if power is removed. The cofounders of Kent Displ ay System are
WilHam Manning, Chairman of Manning
Ventures, lnc .. of Rochester, ew York; Zvi
Yaniv, President of Kent Di play System ;
and J. William Doane, Director of Kent State
ni versi ty' Liquid Crystal Institute. Kent
Research Corporation, the commercializati on arm of Kent State University, i also a
partner in the new company. Kent Display
Sy tems i currentl y demonstrating its initial
products. ingle-color di splays mea uring up
to 12.5 x 18 in. , to potential customers. Fullcolor di splays are planned . The founders are
working with companies that suppl y informational di splays for the retail electronics market. airline termin als and industri al eq uipment, and with the nati onal intelligent-vehicle
and highway program . According to Zvi
Yani v, the focus will be on markets for inexpensive igns whose me sages can be
instantl y updated instead of on video or computer-scree n application .
Silicon Video Corporation of Cupertino,
California, has form ed a number of alliances
with companies such as HP and Compaq
Computer, the U.S . Department of Defense,
U.S. national laboratories, and venture-capital
firms. HP formed a relationship with SVC in
1992 based on the expected strateg ic importan ce of fl at-panel di splay . In addition to

undisclosed equity in ve tmen t in SYC. HP
conducts re earch in HP laboratories that augments SYC's Thin CRT engineering efforts.
Compaq Computer has simi larly decided to

take a more acti ve ro le in ec uring access to
new advanced display techn ologies and is
ac ti ve ly upporting SYC's development
efforts. Advanced Technology Material . Inc.

The Next Wave In
Handheld Colorimeters.

Looking for lab-grade colorimeter
perfonmnce in an affordable, handheld
package?
Look into the
SLS 9400 from
Graseby.
Ideal for CRTdisplay application , the 9400
does what no other handheld can:
closely mitTOr the CIE tri- timulu curve
for a level of measurement accuracy
you'd expect from a benchtop ) tem.
That' because ti1e 9400 employs four
proprietary detector/filter combinations
(others use only three) to capture the

blue-wavelength region wiili exacting
precision-an area often measured
inaccurately by other handheld
colorimeters.
What' more, measurement's
a nap \\ith menu-driven commands, on-screen graphics, a
bright LCD display tipped for easy
viewing, and vacuum-seal uction
cup iliat' easily deactivated.
The SLS 9'!00 is hipping now at
an easy-to-grasp price. For details, call
(40 ) 282-1408. Fax (40 ) 2 3-9046 Or
write Graseby Optronics, 12151 Research
Parkway, Orlando. FL 32826.

GRASEB ~~-------

, OPTRONICS
See Us at SID '95, Booth 218
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(ATM!) is supporting SVC through the development of novel carbon-based field-emi ion
films and high-resistivi ty films for use with
the Thin CRT . Tektronix ha al o joined the
SVC partner group to share its expertise in
phosphor deposition. alumini zati on . blackmatrix . and electron-optics technology.
Lawrence Li vermore ational Laboratory
(LLL) has a dual-use development program
with SVC in which LLL contribute it expertise and facilities to help develop low-co t
process and equipment technologies for coldcathode production. Accu-Fab System
(AFS) is contributing it core technology
expertise. including clean-room materials handling. preci ion alignment. micro-machining.
and micro-inspecti o n. Finall y. to ensure that
SVC meets its private fina ncing needs. the
company recently began working with
Robertson Stephens & Company. an investment banking firm with extensive experience
in high-technology financing.
K enneth E. Salsman has joined Sarif,
Inc .. a Vice President of Business and Technol ogy. Sari f was recently formed by the
David Sarnoff Research Center and In Focus
Sy terns. Sarif has established its corporate
headquarters at 503 Columbia Shore Blvd. ,
Vancouver, Washington. Prior to joining
Sarif, Ken wa . for over 7 years. a Manager of
Bu iness Development at the Sarnoff
Research Center.
Virtual 110, Inc .. of Seattle, Washington.
recently demonstrated a new head-mounteddisplay product that will provide excellentquality three-dimensional image and headtracking capability for game and other virtualreality applications. Greg Amadon. President and Founder of Virtual VO, got the company started. hired a new staff. and introduced
the fir t product. all within the Ia t 9 months.
Tom Long has joined Pl anar Advance as
Director of Product Development. Planar
Advance, Inc., Beaverton . Oregon. is the former av io nics product group recently acq uired
by Pl anar from Tektron ix, Inc. They continue
to occupy the arne facilities a before on the
Tektronix Beaverton campus. Tom Long has
a long association with the display community . For a number of years. he was a VicePresident of Tektronix and. among other po iti on . headed the televi ion products group.
Quant um Data of Elgin, Illinois, has
appointed Timothy P . Knutsen to the newly
created po ition of Sales and Marketing Manager. The ann ou ncement was made by Allen
28
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Jorgensen. President and founder of this ISyear-old manufacturer of video- ignal generators for the electronic-display industry. In hi
new po ition. Mr. Knutsen is responsible for
world wide sale and marketing. including
adverti ing and product management. He
join Quantum Data from SyQuest Technology. where he wa Northeast Di tribution
Sales Manager.
Michael A. Fout, who earlier this year
joined Crystaloid of Hudson. Ohio. as Director of Quality As urance. has now been
named Director of Operations and Quality.
Crystaloid is a manufacturer and supp li er of
liquid-crystal displays for commercial and
avionic applications.
As always. people news. company news,
and comments about the topics covered (or
not yet covered) in this column are most welcome. You may reach me by phone at 609/
734-2949. by fax at 609/734-2174. by e-mail
at ari
ilzars @ maca.sarnoff.com. •
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Asia Display '95International Display
Research Conference
ACT CITY, HAMAMATSU, JAPAN
OCTOBER 16-18, 1995
• An international conference on display
research and development aspects of:
- Display Fundamentals Display Devices
- Hard Copy & Storage, Input Systems
- Integrated Devices and Applications
-Image and Signal Processing
-Color Perception Human Factors

Put Your Analysis in Motion
Fully Automated Testing
of CRTs, HODs. Analyze any
image in two or three dimensions.

... the Spectron DASH is the New Industry Standard!
DASH 02i play Analy is S ystem-H_ighSpeed) i
High technology can sneak up on you. About the
time you think everyone has the same technology.
urprise-along comes something even better.
The DASH utilizes the same type of area detector
as many display analysi sy terns, but it i the one
that puts the camera in motion with a highaccu racy altitude/azimuth transpon . You get the
ability to measure finite & infinite focal distance
images. large area coverage. amomatic focusing. a
broad luminosity range. a temperature-stablized
detector, and IEEE488 and RS232 communication. You do not have to worry about optical
abberations. out-of-spec pixels in your detector. or
inadequate resolution. Man y DASH units are
already in use. Don't let new technology sneak up
on you unnoticed--<:all Spectron for information.

Introducing
Spectron's
new DASH

Capabilities

<'·' auto focus
-...- color analysis
---·· rotational position ing
<_, finite & infinite focal distance images
v
DASH measures: • line bri ghtness
• line width
• parallax • luminosity
• and others
• line position • MTF

"If you can see it-we can measure ir. "TM
255 Yuma Court • Denver, Colorado 80223
Phone (303) 733-1060 • FAX (303) 733-2432
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editorial
continued from page 2
Technology Laboratory at the Uni versity of
Washington in Seattle. I'm including this item
as a note to myself to give Dr. Furness a cal l.
Finally, with support from ARPA, SI Diamond Technology, Inc. (Houston) and Supertext, Inc. (S unnyva le) have formed American
Diamond Display Venture (ADDVent) to
develop an inexpensive 10-in. color VGA d isplay using Sl Diamond's amorphous-diamond-fi lm-diode fie ld-emi tter display (FED)
technology. SI Diamond's technology is interesti ng but it is in a re latively early stage of
development. Investing the fam ily savings in
a company that wants to make nothing but
controllers for diamond-diode FEDs might be
a tad premature.
Information Display Maga zine invites other
opin ions on thi s and related subj ects fro m
members of the international display community. The opinions expressed in this col umn
do not necessaril y reflect the opinions of the
editor or publisher of Information Display
Magazine, nor do they refl ect the position of
the Society for Information Display.
- Ken Werner

16
OCTOBER
Asia Display '95 International Display
Research Conference
ACT CITY, HAMAMATSU, JAPAN
OCTOBER 16 -18, 1995
• An international confere nce on displaY
research and development aspects of:
-Di splay Fundamentals, Display Devices
- Hard Copy & Storage Input Systems
- Integrated Devices and Application s
-I mage and Signal Processing
- Color Perception Human Factors

Please send new contributions or noteworthy news items to A ris Sil zars,
Contributing Editor, Information
Display, c/o Palisades In stitute for
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick
Street, New York, NY 10014.

TEAM Systems ASTRO VG-800 Series of Programmable Video Generators,
right ON TARGET with performance, reliability and ease of operation.
Pixel frequencies up to 440 MHz with full 256 Level Gray Scale
compatibility, Fully Interchangeable Program Storage Devices and
a full3-Year warranty. On target for Engineering, Manufacturing
and Servicing of Display Systems.

call: 1-800-338-1981
See Us at SID '95, Booth 633/635

2934 Corvin Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
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U.S. Patent No. 5,373, 172; Issued 12113/94

Semiconducting Diamond Light-Emitting Element
Inventors: Kobashi, Koji; Kumagai, Kazuo;
Matsui, Yuichi; Miyata, Koichi;
Miyauchi, Shigeaki
Assigned to: Kobe Steel Ltd. , Japan
A se miconducting diamond e lectroluminescence
element comprises an e lectrically conducti ve substrate, a semiconducting diamond layer formed on
the substrate, an insulat ing diamond layer formed
on the semiconducting d iamond layer, a front electrode formed o n the insul ating diamond layer, and a
back electrode formed on the conductive substrate
in ohmic contact with the same. The color of light
to be emi tted by the semiconducting diamond e lectroluminescence e lement can readil y be determined
by changing the impurity content in the semiconducting diamond layer. The luminescence intensity
of the semiconducting diamond electrol um inescence element can read ily be changed by changing
the vo ltage applied across the front and back e lectrodes without entailing dielectric breakdown .

U.S. Patent No. 5,374,489; Issued 12120/94

Organic Electroluminescent Device
Inventors: /m.ai, Kunio; lnada, Hiroshi;
Kobata, Tomokazu; Shirota, Yasuhiko;
Wakimoto, Takeo; Shirota, Yasuh iko
Assigned to: Bando Chemical Industries, Ltd. ,
Japan; Pioneer Electronic Corp.,
Japan
An organic electroluminescent device having an
organic emitti ng layer and a hole tra nsport layer
lam in ated with each other and arranged between a
cathode and an anode, and the hole transport layer is
made of tris-phenothiazinyl-triphenylamine or
tri sphenoxazinyl-triphenylamine deri vati ve. The
hole transport layer has a high heat-resistant property and high conducti vity to improve durability and
e mits light at a high luminance and a hi gh efficiency upon application of a low vol tage.

U.S. Patent No. 5,372,839; Issued 12/13/94

Process for Preparing an Electroluminescent Film
In ventors: Mikami, Akiyoshi; Nakajima,
Shigeo; Tanaka, Koichi; Taniguchi,
Kouji; Yoshida, Masaru
Assigned to: Sharp K K, Japan
Used with permission of IFI-Pienum Data Co.
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A process for preparing an electroluminescent fi lm
which comprises causing a substrate held at a high
temperature to simultaneous contact two kinds of
vapors of (a) Group ll e lement and a Group VIelement or a compound thereof, capable of forming a
Group ll-Vl compound semiconductor, and (b) a
halide of an element capable of acti ng as luminescent centers in the Group IT-VI compound semiconductor, in the presence of fl owi ng hydrogen or an
inert gas, whereby a thin e lectroluminescent film
comprising the Group II-VI compound semiconductor and containing the ele ment forming the luminescent centers is formed on the surface of the substrate.

U.S. Patent No. 5,372,837; Issued 12113/94

Method of Manufacturing Thin-Film
EL Device Utilizing a Shutter
Inventors: 1nohara, Akio; lsaka, Kinichi;
Kishishita, Hiroshi; Nakamura,
Noriaki; Shimoyama, Hiroyuki
Assigned to: Sharp K K, Japan
A method of manufacturing a thin-fi lm e lectrolumi nescen t (EL) device in which an e lectron beam is
directed to a pellet of a substance contain ing an
add itive agent, and the substance is evaporated and
deposited on a substrate and a change per unit time
of the growing deposit is monitored by a sensor,
comprised of the following steps: ( I) controlling the
energy of the e lectron beam in accordance with an
output of the sensor during a first time interval for
adjusting an evaporation rate of the substance to a
specified rate, (2) maintai ning the controlled energy
of the e lectron beam constant during a second time
interval, larger than the first time interval and alternatively repeating steps ( I) and (2).

U.S. Patent No. 5,372,836; Issued 12113194

Method of Forming Poly crystalline Silicon Film in Process of Manufacturing
LCD
Inventors: Hama, Kiichi; Hata, Jiro;
lmahashi, Issei
Assigned to: Tokyo Electron, Ltd. Japan
In a method of forming a polycrystalline silicon
film in a process of manufacturing an LCD, a
hydrogenated amorphous-si licon fi lm is formed on
a glass substrate by plasma CVD throughout areas
serv in g as the pixel portion and driver unit of the
LCD. A laser beam is radi ated on a selected region
of the fi lm on the area servi ng as the driver unit.
The energy of the laser beam is set such that hydrogen in the film is di scharged without crystall izing
the fi lm and damaging the film . The energy of the
laser beam is gradual ly increased to graduall y dis-

charge hydrogen from the fi lm. The energy of the
laser beam is finall y set such that the fi lm is transformed into a polycrystalline silicon film. The
amorphous-silicon film can be poly-crystallized
without damaging the film by the di scharge of
hydrogen.

U.S. Patent No. 5,374,945; Issued 12/20/94

Gray-Level Printing Using a Thermal
Printhead
Inventors: Molieri, Eduardo M. ; Robins,
Nancy R. ; Rust, Lauren M.
Assigned to: Motorola Inc.
A method for gray- level printing using a thermal
printhead which includes characterizing the paper to
be printed, defining a line of a gray-scale image
using bitplane data sets, entering the first of the bitplane data sets into a shi ft register, transferring the
first of the bitpl ane data sets from the shift register
to a latch, beginning to print a section of the line of
the gray-scale image using the first of the bitplane
data sets in the latch, entering consecutively the
remaining bitplane data sets in the shift register,
transferring consecuti vely the remaining bitplane
data sets to the latch, and completing the printing of
the section of the line of the gray-scale image. Mu ltiple refreshing of data per segment printing enables
less than I O-ms line (1728 bit) printing in 16 shades
of gray.

U.S. Patent No. 5,373,350; Issued 12113/94

Xerographic!fhermal Ink-Jet Combined Printing
Inventors: Baldwin LeRoy A.; Dole, Otto R.;
Taylor, Thomas N.
Assigned to: Xerox Corp.
A printer combi nes the technologies of xerographic
and thermal ink-jet printing into a unit which is
capable of high resolution text and color graphics.
The printer is capable of forming a composite image
including a xerographic printing portion and athermal ink-jet (TIJ ) printing portion by printing the
xerographic portion using known xerographic techniques and the TIJ portion by a thermal ink-jet
printing array associated with the printer. The portions may be printed in any order and may be dried
by a drying station after printing of each portion or
after both portions have been printed . At least one
TIJ printing array can serve as an annotator which is
capable of printing additional information onto a
copy such as company letterhead, special instructions, addresses, or the like.

U.S. Patent No. 5,373,379; Issued 12113/94

Repairable LCD Panel with Laser
Fusible Links
Inventors: Nakai, Yutaka
Assigned to: Toshiba Corp., Japan
Di sclosed is a wiring for an e lectronic circuit, compri sing a substrate, a first conductor layer formed on
said substrate, an insul ating layer formed on sa id
in sulating layer, and a second conductor layer
formed on said insul ating layer such that said second conductor layer overlaps with at least a part of
said first conductor layer, wherein an inner portion
of at least one of the overl apping portions of said
first cond uctor layer and said second conductor
layer is removed at least partiall y to cause the
peripheral portion to remain unremoved at least parti all y, thereby decreasing the area of the overl apping portion.

U.S. Patent No. 5,375,245; Issued 12120/94

Apparatus for Automatically Reducing
the Power Consumption of a CRT
Computer Monitor
Inventors: San, Tang P.; Solhjell, Erik
Assigned to: Tandberg Data. AS, Norway
A method and apparatus for automatically undertaking power reduction of a monitor in a computer system make use of the fact that, when the computer
syste m is active, synchroni zati on pu lses wi ll be
transmitted to the monitor. In the method and apparatus here in , it is insured that when the computer
system is inactive, transmission of those synchroni zation pul ses ceases. Within the monitor, the
reception of these synchronization pu lses is
detected, and in the absence of synchroni zat ion
pul ses, steps are taken to reduce the power consumption by the monitor. Power can be discontinued to different portions of the monitor as the length
of time for which the synchroni zation pu lses are
absent increases.

U.S. Patent No. 5,375, 193; Issued 12/20/94

Method and Apparatus for Reproducing Blended Colorants on an Electronic Display
Inventors: Adams, Louis W., Jr.
Assigned to: Milliken Research Corp.
An apparatus and method for reproducing the color
of blended coloran ts on an electron ic display such
as a CRT, LCD, or other type of electronic device
that utilizes RGB values. Predictions of blended
colorants on or in substrates can be made from XYZ
measurements of samples prepared with no co l-

orants, one co lorant, and pairs of colorants. The calculati on method uses light absorption, li ght scattering, and light absorpt ion blend coeffic ients. An
image digitizer can be used to obta in XYZ values
from samp les. Furthermore, image digi tizer RGB
va lues are converted into XYZ values with a non linear model using a simple method. Furthermore, the
above process to generate XYZ values from image
di gitizer RGB values can be used to generate RGB
val ues from XYZ values for electronic di splay .

U.S. Patent No. 5,375,006; Issued 12120/94

Twisted-Nematic LCD devices with
Optical Axis of Birefringent Layer
Inclined with Respect to Birefringent
Layer Normal
Inventors: Haas, Gunther
Assigned to: Thomson Consumer Electronics
SA, France

comparat ively weak adhesive force ; then , the
assembly is subjected to an operating test; if the
TAB is found to be defective in the operating test, it
is replaced and, if no defect is found , a UV curable
or a thermosetting adhesive as the second ani sotropic conducti ve adhesive hav ing a comparatively
strong adhes ive force is coated in the slit and then
cured as the output termin als are compressed
again st the e lectrodes. •

SID '95
Symposium, Seminar
and Exhibition
Walt Disney World
Dolphin Hotel
Orlando, Florida

The disclosure relates to electrically controlled di splay devices that use the polarization rotation properties of twisted-nematic liqu id-crystal layers. A
display device compri ses an optical cavity formed
by two polarizers enclosing a layer of twistednematic liquid crystal with wh ich uni ax ial birefri ngent means are associated in order to compensate
for the residual birefringence o f the liquid-crystal
layer which tends to reduce the contrast ratio of the
display device. Thus, the homogene ity of the angular distribution of the contrast rati o is improved in
relation to a device hav ing no compensating means.
The disclosed device can be applied in particular to
data display devices for computers and to the display of television pictures directly or by proj ection.

U.S. Patent No. 5,375,003; Issued 12120194

Method of Connecting a Tab Film and
an LCD Panel
Inventors: Hirai, Minoru
Assigned to: Rohm Co. , Ltd., Japan
The improved LCD device has a slit formed in part
of the TAB area where the e lectrodes on the LCD
pane l are connected to the output terminals on the
TAB and the LCD pane l is bonded to the TAB by
means of a first anisotropic conducti ve adhesive
havi ng a comparatively weak adhesive force, such
as a thermop last ic ani sotropic conductive adhes ive,
whereas a second ani sotropic conductive adhes ive
havi ng a comparatively strong adhesive force, such
as a UV curable adhesive, is coated in the slit. Thi s
LCD device can be prod uced by a process that proceeds basicall y as fo ll ows: the e lectrodes on the
LCD panel are connected to the output terminals on
the TAB by means of a thermoplastic ad hes ive as
the first an isotropic conducti ve adhes ive havi ng a
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Intelligent gas plasma display

Smaller auto-scanning monitor
Hitachi America. Ltd .. Montvale. ew Jer ey.
has introduced the Accuvue® Galaxy GX17L. a 17-in. (CRT ize) high-resolution color
monitor that addres es the need of PC and
Macintosh users. who have a ked for a
smaller monitor that still offers the Accuvue®
line's high performance and quality. The GX17L auto-scanning monitor automatically
adjusts to various modes from YGA to 1280 x
I 024. ha a wide horizontal frequency range
of 30--64 kHz. allowing for a refre h rate of
60 Hz at 1280 x I 02-k and ha ertical refre h
rates ranging from 47 to I 00 Hz. In addition
to meeting EPA Energy Star requirements. the
GX-17L meet YESA DPMSTM power- and
energy-saving standards. Tole en user eyestrain. the GX-17L is equipped with a si lica
anti-static creen coating and feature a flat
screen and a 0.28-mm dot pitch for sharper
images and less reflection . The 17-in . mon itor is uited to graphics applications such as
CAD/CAM. desktop publishing. document
imaging. Windowsm. and multimedia. The
Accuvue® Galaxy GX-17L is priced at S999
and will be available for S899 with the Hitachi
End ser Rebate of I 00 until March 31 ,
1995 . Product availability i scheduled for the
first quarter of 1995.
lnfonnation: Amy Edmond . Office
Automation System Division. Hitachi America, Ltd .. I I 0 Summit Ave. , Montvale. 1
07645. 1-800-225-1370. fax 201/573-7660.

Cherry Electrical Product . Waukegan. Illi noi , has announced the PDO 1-0221. a large
de gas plasma display de igned to simplify the
work of design engineers. It features an intelligent. time-saving. easy-to-use interface with
embedded character table . and upports both
the RS-232 and 8-bit parallel communications
protocols. The need to know how to drive
displays . develop drive circuitry. or write
driver oftware has been eliminated. The 128
x 32-pixel display i suitable for
gaming/arcade and redemption machines.
medical equipment. busines machines. instrumentation, and industrial controls. The
embedded character table include eight fonts
(five font sizes and three languages ). The display automatically generate the correct bit
map for the de ired font and places it at the
desired location. The PDO 1-0221 has a viewing area of 12.75 x 3.15 in. and an overall size
of 14.8 x 4.93 in. The display feature compact and rugged design. flicker-free highbrightne s pixel . 130° viewing angle, 50,000hour life. high contra t ratio (20: I). flat profile
(depth le s than 2.0 in.). and low power consumption. The bright neon orange color of
the full-field dot-matrix disp lay is readily filterable from yellow through the red end of the
vi ible pectrum.
Information: Brad Taylor. Cherry Electrical Products. 3600 Sunset Ave .. Waukegan.
IL 60087. 708/360- 343~ or 1-800-927-6298.
Request data heet CE- 1563.
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FPD for instrumentation market

Circle no. 1

Sharp Electronics Corporation. Cama . Wa hington. has announced a campaign to replace
color CRTs in the instrumentation market
with compact, efficient. active-matrix LCDs.

and their initial offering is a 6.-+-in. YGAresolution di splay. The LQ64D 141 saves
space and power and reduces complexity
when compared with color CRTs used in current test-and-meas urement, medical. scientific. and communications instruments. The
active-matrix display isle s th an 0.25 in.
thick. operates on 5 Y. and con umes le s th an
3 W without sacrificing image quality. With
640 x 480 dots of resolution (VGA ), the
LQ64D 141 has better color aruration than
typical CRTs. and, with I 00 nits of brightness
and a special anti-reflection coating. is more
viewable in bright ambient light. The 6.4-in.
LCD offers roughly the sa me viewing area as
an 8-in. CRT and fit s easily into a tandard
7-in. rack-height package. The LCD's ize
advantage. lighter weight, and reduced power
consumption enable in truments to be truly
ponable and battery-powered. The
LM64K II . a 6.4-in. monochrome display
mechanically compatible with the LQ64Dl41
for instruments without a color requirement. is
a! o available. Two mechanically compatible
8.4-in. color displays. the active-matrix
LQ9D !51 and the pas ive-matrix dual- sca n
LM64C26P, are available for larger in truments. Sample of the LQ64D 141 are now
available. Production quantities begin shipping in June 1995.
Information: Sharp Electronics Corp .. 5700
.W. Pacific Rim Bl vd., MIS 20. Camas, WA
98607. 1-800-642-0261.
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14.2-in. AMLCD color monitor
Pixe!Yision. Acton , Massachu ett . ha
announced the PY460. the indu try's first
14.2-in . active-matrix color flat-panel di splay
to offer the graphic quality of active-matrix

AND
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THEM.
You're short on space.

new products

LCD technology. The Model460 features
high contrast (60: I), 16.7 million colors,
optional touch-screen and video capabilities,
space-saving and ergonomic benefits, and a
large screen for information-intensive applications. Only 3 in. deep, and with a wide variety of mounting possibilities, the PY460
makes it possible to present large amounts of
information in almost any environment, even
where space is at a premium. The display
installs in just minutes, with no additional
hardware or software required.
Information: Stuart Morgan, Pixe!Vision,
43 Nagog Park, Acton, MA 01720. 508/2649443, fax -9446.

1020 screen lines. The ECP 2500 features a
15-50-kHz hori zo ntal scan rate, 50-MHz
bandwidth, 725-lum-peak light output, and
has a suggested retail price of $9995. The
ECP 3500 offers a 15-62-kHz horizontal scan
rate, 60-MHz bandwidth, 725-lum-peak light
output, upgraded system software, and is
listed at $ 1 I ,995 ($ 1000 less than the previous
ECP 3 100 Iist). The ECP 4500 offers a
I 5-90-kHz horizontal scan rate, 70-MHz
bandwidth , 725-lum-peak output, upgraded
software, and is listed for $ 18,995 . The ECP
350 I includes all the features of the ECP
3500, plus an ACON 3-minute automatic convergence system and one add itional source
input of the buyer's choice, and is listed for
$ 13,995. Likewise, the ECP 450 I includes all
of the ECP 4500 features , plus the ACON system and one additional input, and li sts for
$20,995. When purchased separately as an
upgrade after projector installation, ACON
alone costs $ 1995 with no input module.
Information: Jeffrey Brum, Electrohome
Ltd., Projection Systems, 809 Wellington St.
N., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 416.
s 191749-3 144.

SYGA image at a savings of up to 50%, compared with a typical monitor of the same size,
allowing cost-effective use of a large 20-in.
display fo r non-text-i ntensive applications.
With a touch resolution of I 024 x I 024, an
8- 15-ms touch down speed, and all-glass construction, the TruePoint delivers hi gh resolution, speed, optical clarity, and durability, all
in one package. It features a horizo ntal scan
frequency of 3 1.5 and 35. 1 kHz, a vertical
scan frequency of 56-70Hz, and accepts
power inputs from 90 to 264 Vac. The 20-in .
TruePoint Ki osk Touch Monitor is avai lable
at a list price of $ 1495, with volume and
dealer discounts availab le.
Information: Annette Petagna, MicroTouch
Systems, Inc., 300 Griffin Park, Methuen, MA
0 1844. 508/659-9000, fax -91 00.

Circle no. 4

Circle no. 6

Re-engineered projectors
Electrohome Projection Systems, Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada, has annou nced the re-engineering of its ECP series of video/data/graphics projectors, res ulting in five new offerings.
The ECP 2500, 3500, and 4500 projectors
provide better price/performance, increased
brightness, and reduced spot size. Their
en hanced features include vertical scan rates
of 45-120 Hz and autolock circuitry that automatically synchroni zes to a wide range of signal timing; geo metry ci rcuits that correct top,
bottom, and sides for flat, curved, or rearscreen app lications; keystone circuitry that
corrects images for angles up to ±! 5° vertically from the screen axis; and automatic
source recall/interpolation that updates all setup parameters when a new sou rce is detected.
The ECP 350 1 and 4501 inc lude a new
ACON 3-minute automatic convergence and
input modul e package option. In addition, all
units, wi th the exception of the ECP 2500, are
capable of resolving 1280 x 1024 pixels or
36
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3-D stereoscopic HMD
Circle no. 5

Kiosk touch monitor
MicroTouch Systems, Inc., Methuen, Massachusetts, has introduced the TruePoint
Kiosk Touch Monitor, the first di splay that
addresses the need for a large, low-cost, easyto-integrate touch monitor for public computer kiosks. The TruePoint combines a 20in. NTSC display, capable of running SYGA
graphics, with a capaciti ve touch screen, and
comes mounted in an open metal frame, making it easier to integrate the display into a
kiosk housing. The monitor delivers an

RPI Advanced Technology Group, San Francisco, Californ ia, has begun shipment of the
HMS-EYE2TM, a low-cost, professional,
robust, 3-D stereoscopic head-mou nted display (HMO) th at can be used with or without
glasses. The HMO accepts any video source
and offers instant on/off wearability ; digital grade earphones; pivot, focus, inter-pupil,
bifocal, and head-comfort adj ustments; robust
shock resistance; and an avionics-grade headband with leather comfort pads. The HMSEYE2TM comes with I I 0,300 pixels per eye,
and upgrades to VGA are available. Prices
start at $ 1895 for a full 3-D color stereoscopic
unit. The Mouse-Sense3DTMaccessory, a
sourceless headtracker, unhooks to become a
3-D mouse or body-position tracker, and
comes with a software utility to assi st with

configuration to almost any game or application using a serial-port interface. The MouseSense3D™ pricing starts at $750.
Information: Kim Jordan, RPI Advanced
Technology Group, P.O. Box 14607, San
Francisco, CA 94114. 415/495-5671 , fax5124.

Information: George Wilson, Proxima
Corp., 9440 Carroll Park Dr., San Diego, CA
92121-2298. 619/457-5500, ext. 246, fax9647.
Circle no. 8

Choice in SEM x-ray systems

Circle no. 7

Leica, Inc., Deerfield, Illinois, has announced
the Stereoscan S400a Series of scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) that allow full integration of the Windows™-based Sigma x-rayanalysis system with any of the Stereoscan
S400 Series SEMs. Recognizing the necessity
for customers to choose an x-ray system for
inclusion in the SEM/EDX package, Leica
offers either the Oxford ISIS or Kevex Sigma,
fully integrated. Like the Stereoscan S400i
Series, the S400a Series has functional as
well as mechanical integration, and utilizes
the S400 PC and peripherals.
Information: Pam Jandura, Leica, Inc., Ill
Deer Lake Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015 . 1-800248-0 123, fax 708/405-0030.

LCDs are discussed, as well as Standish's
newest LCD technology, enhanced supertwisted nematic (ESTN). Numerous examples
of appearance options and color techniques
are illustrated and explained, showing Standish's abilities to produce custom LCDs and
LCD modules. Complete dimensional and
operating information, pin-out assignment
charts, and color and backlighting options are
provided. Easy-to-complete design forms are
included to assist the design engineer in
preparing the appropriate application information for the development of specialized custom displays .
Information: Walter A. Bruenger, Standish
LCD, W7514 Highway V, Lake Mills, WI
53551. 4 14/648-1000, fax -1001.

Multimedia projector
Proxima Corp., San Diego, California, has
announced the Proxima 8400, a second-generation color multimedia LCD projector that
produces crisp, bright images. Weighing just
29 lbs., the projector comes with a host of fea tures, including a motorized zoom lens, integrated audio, and interactive control of software. The Proxima 8400's 2: I zoom lens features a new coating process that improves
light transmissivity. Its high-performance
190-W lamp is optimized for color temperature, resulting in brighter and more accurate
color reproduction. It projects up to 16.4 million colors and has a brightness rating of 800
lux. The Proxima 8400 is compatible with all
three international broadcast video standards,
as well as SVHS. It features a three-LCD
panel projection system, and incorporates a
unique controller technology that automatically adjusts its scanning frequencies to
accommodate the data rate from various computers. The Proxima 8400 is compatible with
most popular microcomputers, and has a suggested retail price of $10,795.

Circle no. 10

Circle no. 9

LCD products catalog
Standish LCD, a division of Standish Industries, Inc., Lake Mills, Wisconsin, has published a new 36-page four-color engineeringdesign catalog (No. Al05153) that includes
detailed specifications and extensive information on the company's custom and standard
LCDs and LCD modules. Important design
criteria are provided for drive methods, fluid
characteristics, viewing modes, backlighting,
and connection methods. The major types of

Multimedia monitor tubes
Philips Display Components, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands, has introduced the M41EEM
series of 17-in. high-brightness medium-resolution color monitor tubes designed to meet
the demands of the rapidly expanding multimedia market. When combining text, graphics, and on-screen animation, multimedia
monitors place more emphasis on screen
brightness than on high resolution. This
tradeoff requires monitor tubes with special
properties. The M41 EEM monitors provide
bright images with resolutions up to 800 x
600 pixels, a mask pitch of 0.42 mm, a speInformation Display 3195
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cially designed gun with improved focus performance, dual-mode operation, a maximum
convergence error of 0.8 mm, and a line frequency up to 38 kHz, placing these tubes midway between domestic TV tubes and high-resolution color monitor tubes for data and
graphic displays, both in terms of price and
performance. The tubes are suitable for
worldwide operation due to the use of internal
magnetic shielding. They are supplied as a
pre-aligned self-converging tube/coil assembly ready for installation into the monitor
chassis. For inquiries, please refer to code
DC-95-00 1.
Information: John den Holder, Marketing
Communications, Philips Components, Bldg.
BAE-1 , P.O. Box 2 18, 5600 MD, Eindhoven,
The Netherlands. 3 1-40-722832, fax 3 1-40724547.

for

available. Each part number in the ERG 8m
Series is LCD-specific and tailored to match
the manufacturer's specifications for driving
the CCFT backlight. The inverters are available for LCD assemblies manufactured by
Sharp, Hitachi, Toshiba, Seiko-Epson, Optrex,
and others. Their configuration provides an
extra control pin, allowing the inverter to be
disabled and/or dimmed without the addition
of extra components at the input. They also
provide a flexible system interface and are
notebook-display-head compatible. All ERG
8m Series inverters are manufactured in the
U.S.A., with firm specifications, detailed
application information, and fu ll factory support. Pricing is $10.00 each in quantities of
5000. Delivery is 6-8 weeks ARO.
Informatio n: Suzanne Thomas, Endicott
Research Group, Inc., 260 1 Wayne St., P.O.
Box 269, Endicott, NY 13760. 607/754-9187,
fax -9255 .

Market Research
Competitive Intelligence
Patent Searches
Patent Trend Analysis
Technical Literature
Demographics
Database Training
A void costly errors. Get the
facts before you act. H.L. Funk
Consulting is a subscriber to
major
electronic
database
providers and has over twenty
years of experience in their
use. A brief discussion with us
determine if your information
requirements can be satisfied
by H.L. Funk Consulting.

H.L. Funk Consulting
7 Diane Court
Katonah, NY 10536
Telephone: (914) 232 3530
FAX: (914) 232 3530
Circle no. 42

The Klein CRT
Inspection Microscope
Model
Circle no. 12 •

Circle no. 11

Inverters for CCFTs
Endicott Research Group, Endicott, New
York, has introduced the ERG 8m Series of de
to ac inverters tailored to the specifications of
individual flat-panel LCD assemblies, ensuring complete system compatibility as well as
maximum LCD display life and reliability.
The inverters are designed specificall y to
power cold-cathode fluorescent tubes
(CCFTs), which are used in applications
where the backlight is required to be on for
long periods of time at high brightness. Less
than 8 mm in height, these compact inverters
offer a high efficiency rating (typicall y,
80-85 %). Input voltages range from 5 to 24
Vdc, with custom input and output voltages
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Please send new product releases or
news items to Joan Gorman, Departments Editor, Information Display, c/o
Palisades Institute for R esearch
Services, Inc., 20I Varick Street, New
York, NY 10014.
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Klein Optical
Instruments
8948 S.W. Barbur Blvd., Dept. 100
Portland, Oregon 97219 U.S.A.
Phone: (503) 245-1012
FAX: (503) 245-8166
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Ad-Vance Magnetics, Inc.
AEG Corp.
Arconium Specialty All oys
Babcock Display Products
Brewer Science, Inc.
Canon, Inc.
Capetronic USA (HK), Inc.
Celco
Cherry Electrical Products
Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Ltd.
Clinton Electronics Corp.
Compaq Computer Corp.
Coming Inc.
Comi ng Japan K.K.
Dale Electronics, Inc.
David Sarnoff Research Center
Diagnostic/Retrieval Systems, Inc.
Dickey-John Corp.
DISCOM/Display Components, Inc.
EG&G Gamma Scientific
Electro-Plasma, Inc.
Endicott Research Group, Inc.
F-P Electronics
Futaba Corp.
Graseby Optronics
Grimes Aerospace Company
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Hitachi, Ltd.
F. Hoffmann-La Roche
Honeywell , Inc.
Hoya Corporation USA
Hughes Aircraft Co.
IBM Corp.
Imaging & Sensing Technology
Incom, Inc.
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
Industrial Technology Research
Institute
Infinite Graphics
Infodex, Inc.
Innotec Group, Inc.
Interface Products, Inc.
In terserv Corp.
Interstate Electronics Corp.
ISE Electronics Corp.
Kent Display Systems
Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Litton Systems Canada Ltd.
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Litton Systems Canada Ltd. (2)
Loral Librascope
Magnetic Radiation Labs., Inc.
Micron Display Technology
Microphase Laboratories
Microvision Corp.
Minolta Corp.
Motif, Inc.
MTLSystems
Nippon Seiki Co., Ltd.
Norden Systems Westinghouse
nView Corporation
OIS Optical Imaging Systems, Inc.
OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Optical Coating Lab., Inc.
Optrex America
Photon Dynamics
Photonics Systems, Inc.
Planar Systems, Inc.
Plasmaterials, Inc.
Polytronics
Quantum Data Inc.
Q.C. Optics, Inc.
Rank Brimar, Ltd.
Raytheon Co.
Regi sbrook Group, Ltd.
Schott Corp.
Semiconductor Systems, Inc.
Sony Corp. of America
Sony Corp./Corporate Research
Labs
Standish Industries, Inc.
Stanford Resources, Inc.
Steag MicroTech, Inc.
Supertex, Inc.
Syntronic Instruments, Inc.
Tamarack Scientific Co. , Inc.
TEAM Systems
Techneglas, Inc.
Teledyne Electronic Technologies
Terapixel, Inc.
Thomas Electronics, Inc.
Thomson Components and Tubes
Corp.
Toshiba America, Inc.
ULV AC Technologies, Inc.
Viratec Thin Films Inc.
WinTron
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measurement versatiljty.
For brightness, color, and CRT frequency, the PR-880 our next generation,
fully-automatic filter photometer is the brightest star in the sky.
Equipped with patented Pritchard optics, for benchmark through-the-lens
viewing accuracy, its built-in automatic attenuators, colorimetry filters, and
apertures provide illuminating value, speed, and precision.
Fully automatic, the PR-880 masters space and time with ... Auto Measurement and Calculation. One-key, programmable calibration. Full on-board
CPU control. And a brilliantly backlit supertwist LCD display.
And, its advanced Auto data logging, RS-232 Remote operation, and
universe of accessories, deliver stellar application performance in:
• AMLCD Display Measurement
• Automotive Lighting
• Aircraft Panel Luminance & Color • Electroluminescent Panel
• Color Temperature Determination Evaluation
• CRT Luminance & Contrast
Fittingly, the PR-880 weighs less, costs less, and takes less to operate than
any photometer in its class. And, its rugged, single-component design does
more of the work, while you do less.
Leap ahead ... to ultimate versatility in brightness and color measurement.

The PR-880...
"AheadAutomatically.''

Circle no. 48 (Please send literature)
9330 DeSoto Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311-4926 SA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070

Circle no. 49 (Please have salesman call)

North America Sales Represenlalives: CALIFORNIA SCIENTIFICSPECTRUM (Northern) Ph: (408) 997-8410 (Southern) Ph: (71 4) 770-1251 COLORADO SOUTHWESTERN ENG INEERING Ph: (303)
581-9526 FLORIOA ELECTRO-OPTICS. INC. Ph: (407) 645-1000 ILLINOIS BROOKS ENGINEER ING Ph: (312) 271 -2452 NEW JERSEY ANALECTRO, INC. Ph: (800) 247-3581 EN MARK ASSOCIATES,
INC. Ph: (908) 752-3660 NEW MEXICO SOUTHWESTERN ENG INEER ING Ph: (505) 881 -3677 OHIO MECOM. INC. Ph: (419) 457-3231 TEXAS SOUTHWESTERN ENG INEERING Ph: (214) 340-1741
VERMONT DLG ASSOCIATES Ph: (508) 877-7880 WASHINGTON NORTHWEST TECHNICAL Ph: (206) 523-7228
lnlernalional Sales Representalives: AUSTRALIA HAOLANO PHOTONICS Ph· (61) (3) 560-2366 BELGIUM ANALIS SA Ph: (81 ) 225085 FINLAND · HELSINKI DEX OY INFRA Ph: (358) 200 600
700 FRANCEINSTRUMAT S.A. Ph. (1) 69-28·27-34 GERMANY OPTEEMA ENGINEER ING GmbH Ph: (212) 67352 HOLLAND LAN ORE ·INTECHMIJ B.V. Ph: (20) 56-96-611 HONG KONG LIBERO
Ph: (85) 2 518-0603 ISRAEL ANKOR Ph: (3) 575-4242 ITALY PHOTO SYSTEMS SAS Ph: (2) 9537-9353 JAPAN KYOKKO TRADING COMPANY Ph: (3) 3586·5251 KOREA DONGHWA
INCORPORATED Ph: (2) 521·0301-5 SEPOONG INO. CO .. LTD. Ph: (2) 587 5292 SINGAPORE SEIOENSHA CONTROLS Ph: (65) 760 -0896 U.K. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD. Ph: (44) 81-343 ·
4836 TAIWAN TITAN ELECTRO-OPTICS CO. Ph: (886)2·788·9500 TURKEY ATOTEST Ph: (312)229-9804
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen. Patents Pendmg .
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